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 Oct. 2015:  With the Indices fulfilling most of 

what was forecast for 2015 - and particularly for late-

April--late-Sept. 2015 - it is a critical time to review 

the overall 2015--2017 Roadmap for Stock Indices 

and see what to expect next. 

 As described in late-2014 and emphasized 

throughout early-2015, this is expected to be a 

lengthy & volatile topping process with multiple 2--3 

month declines (like the one just seen) and intervening 

1--3 month rallies (like the one projected to last into 

late-2015).   In many respects, it is expected to look like the DJIA in 2000--2001. 

 One key factor - a combination of the 32--33 Week Cycle & 66-Week Cycle - pinpoint mid-Dec. 

2015 & early-Aug. 2016 as the most likely times for the next two pivotal peaks.  Mid-Dec. 2015 is 

expected to usher in the next troublesome period for equities.  That also fits with the 2015--2017 
Roadmap (published in Nov. 2014) that described a scenario in which the Indices would rally in 4Q 

2015 and close the year in general proximity to the 2014 yearly close.  

 With so many leading stocks, Indices & global Indices dropping 15--35%, 2015 has provided an 

important fulfillment of 6--12 month expectations and a revealing precursor for 2016/2017…   

STOCK INDICES    

 09/30/15 - Stock Indices have fulfilled the majority of what was forecast for the middle half of 2015 - 

between late-April & late-Sept. 2015 - when a 20% correction had been expected.  That conclusion was 

drawn (in 2013--2014) from a host of cycles, technical indicators and wave analysis. 

“...Let us run with patience the race that is set before us.”   Hebrews 12:1 
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 From a cycle perspective, that projection 

was an important phase of the overall outlook 

for 2015/ 2016 (Crash Cycles) and incorpo-

rated the 40-Year Cycle of Stock-flation, the 17

-Year Cycle of Financial Crises, the 17-Year 

Cycle of Stock Corrections, the ~7-Year Cycle 

of Stock Market Peaks & the 7-Year AND 14-

Year Cycles of Stock Crashes (see 1973, 

1987, 2001 & 2008). 

 Reinforcing those multi-year & multi-

decade cycles were the 15--16 Month (~66-

Week) Cycle - that projected a high for late-

April/early-May 2015 - and the related 32--33 

Week Cycle that projected a peak during the 

weeks of April 27--May 1st and May 4--8th, 

2015.   

 So far, the Indices have adhered closely to 

that scenario, including events in Dec. 2014, April 

2015 and the period from May 2015 into the pre-

sent - when a primary decline was projected.   

 While this is the time when that 5--6 month 

bearish period would reach fruition, it is NOT the 

only bearish cycle impacting the markets.  That is 

why another wave down is soon expected.  As con-

text, it is good to take a broad look at 2015...  

A.A. 

 Generally speaking, there are two forms of 

analysis in this publication.  The first - which is pri-

marily concentrated in the ‘Opening Comments’ 

section - is that which deals with bigger-picture 

cycles and/or slightly less specific targets.  In many 

ways, it acts as a backdrop for the more specific 

analysis and/or trading strategies that follow. 

 The second form - as just intimated - is the 

more specific analysis (‘specific’ applying to multi-

ple aspects of it, including specific markets or con-

tracts, specific time periods, specific price signals 

and/or targets & specific trading strategies). 

 Analyses like the ‘17-Year Cycle of Financial 

Crises’ & ‘17-Year Cycle of Stock Crashes & Cor-

rections’ incorporate both forms of analysis (since 

there is some specificity involved) but are primarily 

of the ‘bigger-picture’ variety that sets the stage for 

more specific price analysis & trading strategies to 

follow. 

 With that in mind, it is useful to examine some 

‘Anecdotal Analysis’ (part general, part specific) 

that has powerfully corroborated the outlook for 

2015… and for late-April--late-Sept. 2015. 

 First, there is the bigger-picture outlook for 

late-2014 to complete a 40-Year Cycle of Stock-

flation (from the late-1974 bottom) and steadily 

usher in a multi-year period of ‘deflating’ equity 

prices as Stock Indices enter a bear market.   

 As already detailed, the DJ Transports - which 

have led almost every major move of the past 20 

years - peaked in late-2014. 

 Corroborating that, MANY big-named stocks 

peaked in 4Q 2014 - precisely when the 40-Year 

Stock-flation Cycle peaked - and have suffered 15-

-30% (or greater) losses in 2015.   

 These include names like Microsoft & Yahoo, 

Johnson & Johnson and Procter & Gamble, Coca 

Cola & Pepsico (though its high was retested as 

recently as August), Intel & Micron (70+% loss), 

Applied Materials & Alcoa, ADM… and dozens of 

others.  Everyone has powerfully confirmed the 

initial deflating of this 40-Year Cycle. 

Major Market Index 

2014-‟15 

Feb. „14 

Oct. „14 

Dec. „14 
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 There is another Index - very comparable to 

the DJIA - that best represents this.  It is the Major 

Market Index, comprised of American Express, 

Boeing, Chevron, Dupont, Disney, Dow Chemical, 

GE, HP, IBM, Johnson & Johnson, JP Morgan, 

Coca-Cola, McDonald’s, 3M, Merck, Microsoft, 

Procter & Gamble, Wells Fargo, Wal-Mart & 

Exxon/Mobil.  

 The MMI set a double peak in Sept. & Dec. 

2014 - perfectly fulfilling the 40-Year Cycle of 

Stock-flation - and has seen a 19% loss from its 

highs. 

 The interesting thing 

about that Index is its 

wave structure.   In late-

July, the MMI broke be-

low its Jan. ’15 low - con-

firming an intra-year 

downtrend just as the Indi-

ces were entering the 

phase when acceleration lower was expected 

(immediately following an Aug. 3--7th rebound 

peak). 

 Its accelerated phase kicked in on Aug. 20th, 

when it dropped below its Oct. ’14 low.  Within 

days, it was plummeting below its Feb. ’14 low - 

producing the rare negative pattern recently dis-

cussed for the DJIA (when an Index drops below 

the low of the previous year… something seen 

only a handful of times in the past 30 years).   

 And, just for good measure, the Major Market 

Index also spiked below its June ‘13 low.  (It now 

needs a monthly close below 1558/MMX to turn 

the monthly trend down.)  

 While all of that powerfully validated the 40-

Year Cycle & fulfilled the primary 17-Year Cycle 

analysis, it also created an intriguing resistance 

level for the weeks & months to follow… 

 Simply put, a rebound to ~1740/MMX would 

provide a decisive validation point for the new 

downtrend.  That is where the MMI would complete 

a 50% rebound AND attack the Oct. ’14 low - a 

critical level of support turned into resistance.   

 As it rallied into mid-Sept. - when daily cycles 

projected an intermediate peak - the MMI almost 

made it to that level, peaking at 1716/MMX.  This 

resistance should be monitored during any subse-

quent rallies.  

 While all of those stocks & Indices have ful-

filled the initial 40-Year Cycle expectations for a 

late-2014 peak and sharp drop in 2015, there are 

also those that have pow-

erfully fulfilled the 17-

Year Cycle analysis for a 

drop of ~20%, between 

late-April & late-Sept. 

2015... 

 For instance, there 

is the host of global Indi-

ces that have convinc-

ingly confirmed that pro-

jection - including European (DAX, FTSE, CAC & 

the EUX, which just spiked to new lows on Sept. 

29th, losing nearly 20% from its late-April peak) & 

Asian Indices (Shanghai Composite - which is trad-

ing dangerously close to breakdown support, Hang 

Seng & Nikkei - which has now lost 19% with the 

Sept. 29th low),. 

 Along with that collection of international Indi-

ces dropping into Sept. 29th, the Russell 1000, 

2000 & 3000 also spiked to new lows on Sept. 

29th.   

 So, we have one of the ‘smallest’ Indices 

(MMI) - comprised of Major bellwether corporations 

- fulfilling the Major bellwether cycle (40-Year Cy-

cle) and some of the largest Indices (Russells) and 

most diverse array of Indices (globals) precisely 

fulfilling the 17-Year Cycle that has been a global 

phenomenon. 

 Last month, I also detailed some ‘proxy’ 

stocks I monitor (like SBUX, AAPL & FB) that ex-

perienced drops of 29%, 32% & 27% - leading into 

 “So, we have one of the „smallest‟ Indices 
(MMI) - comprised of Major bellwether corpora-
tions - fulfilling the Major bellwether cycle (40-
Year Cycle) and some of the largest Indices 
(Russells) and most diverse array of Indices 
(globals) precisely fulfilling the 17-Year Cycle that 
has been a global phenomenon.” 
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STOCK INDICES    

 04/29/15 - Stock Indices are in the process of transitioning into a new 40-Year Cycle, having just completed 
a 40-Year Cycle of Stock-flation - an inflationary advance in equity prices from Dec. 1974 into Dec. 2014.  It is 

likely to take some time before the masses recognize this transition taking place. 

 This has been a replay - ’resembling’ what was seen between the early-1930’s and early-1970’s - a similar 

40-Year advance.  And, the 1932/1933 economic low (1933 was trough of Great Depression) arrived exactly 40 

years from the Panic of 1893.  

 So far, at least one primary Index has set its high (to date) in Nov. 2014 (DJ Transports), Dec. 2014 (DJ 

Composite & Major Market), Jan. 2015 (DJ Utilities) & Mar. 2015 (DJ Industrials).  Meanwhile, the Nasdaq 100 

could be the last in this series, based on analysis discussed in Oct. 2014...  

32--33 Week Cycle  

 It is a critical time to review a cycle that has impacted the Nasdaq 100 for over a decade.  The core of this 

cycle is an 11-Week & 22--23 Week Cycle.  However, the variation that is the focus of this discussion is a 32--33 

Week Cycle. 

 That cycle was discussed extensively in 2012 and then again in 2014 - when it was forecasting an interme-

diate peak for Sept. 15--19, 2014.  At the time, it combined with a unique ~90-degree sequence** of cycles to 

project a quick, sharp drop into mid-Oct. 2014.   

 That decline unfolded and the Indices entered a volatile time when each decline was met with a quick rever-

sal higher and each new rally soon gave way to another multi-week drop... 

 The significance of the Sept. 15--19th cycle convergence was what it portended for the future, particularly 

since it had followed the textbook Cycle Progression sequence and inverted to a high.  In other words, it perpetu-

ated a 32--33 week low-low-low-low-(high) Cycle Progression.  That initiated a phase when subsequent highs 

should be seen at 32--33 week intervals...it turned focus to April 2015.  More precisely, that 32--33 week cycle 

would next come into play during the weeks of April 27--May 1st and May 4--8th, 2015.   

 A high at that time would extend it to a 32--33 week low-low-low-low-high-(high) Cycle Progression… and 

even project an ensuing peak (more likely to be a lower peak) for Dec. 2015.  [If Dec. 2015 does turn out to be a 
lower peak, the real danger period would come after that time.] 

 The intriguing aspect of this phase - the one that projected a high for April 27--May 8, 2015 - is that it im-

mediately followed (instead of preceded, as it had done in Sept. 2014) another phase of the ~90-degree se-

quence**… This also meant that at least the Nasdaq 100 - and potentially other Indices, depending on their inter-

mediate structure - could set new highs during the April 27--May 8, 2015 time frame, before another more sig-

nificant drop takes hold. That is corroborated by other cycles...  

66-Week Cycle  

 In the October 2014, 40-Year Cycle: Stock-flation 1974--2014 Report... charts illustrated the 32--33 Week 

Cycle as well as the 66-Week Cycle.   That 66-Week Cycle (an approximate 15-month cycle) has governed the 

Indices since the March 2009 low - beginning with subsequent lows in June/July 2010 and Oct. 2011. 

 However, as discussed & illustrated later, the Nasdaq 100 was creating an offset cycle - beginning with its 

August 2011 bottom (the NQ-100 set its lowest low in August 2011 while most other Indices set their lows in Oc-

tober 2011).  That led to a subsequent low in Nov. 2012 - ~66 weeks later.  An ensuing low occurred in Feb. 

May ’15 INSIIDE Track Excerpt 
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2014 - ~66 weeks later.  And that projected the next turning point - more likely to be a high - for late-April/early-

May 2015… where the NQ-100 currently finds itself even as so many other Indices remain below their peaks. 

Leader Index?  

 Since the 1990’s, there has been another Index with a history of providing uncanny signals or warning signs 

before they materialize in other Indices.  For instance, this Index peaked in May 1999 - 8--11 months before the 

other Indices.  In March 2000, it spiked to new 3-year lows, giving a danger sign that none of the other Indices 

corroborated.  This Index - the DJ Transportation Average - was also the one placed at the greatest risk after 

9/11. 

 A decade later, in April & May 2011, the Transports were setting new all-time highs (revealing what was to 

follow) - even as the DJIA, S+P 500 & Nasdaq 100 were peaking well below their 2007 peaks.  And, in January 

2013, the Transports triggered a powerful breakout signal (higher) that ushered in the 2013/2014 advance.  W i th 

that track record of providing early signals, it is worth noting that the Transports set their all-time high (up to the 

present) in November 2014.  It is also worth noting that the Transports provided the most convincing, ~6-week 

decline into the second week of April and set their lowest daily close - since Oct. 2014 - during that week. 

 By setting new lows in April, the Transports extended their decline to 5 months - the longest decline since 

their May ‘08--Mar. ‘09, 9-month drop.  However, even as that Index has fulfilled almost all of what has been an-

ticipated since 4Q 2014, it has NOT yet confirmed a full-blown reversal lower.  It would take a weekly close below 

8,580/DJTA in order to generate that signal... 

‘Last Man Standing’ Update  

 As discussed in recent months, the German DAX 
Index has been the strongest Index - particularly since 
Oct. 2014.  As such, it was the one being monitored 
closely for signs of weakness...  During the pivotal 
week of April 13--17th, the DAX suffered its first 
sizeable correction of 2015 - falling 5% in a week and 
turning its intra-month trend down.  That set the 
stage for further downside - leading into month-end.   

 It is now fulfilling that objective - with a subse-
quent 5+% drop - and could continue dropping into 
month-end.  The DAX has its next decisive level 
around 10,700 - the high of the 2015 year-opening 
range - a key level of resistance turned into support. 

 So, the strongest Index triggered a potentially 
revealing signal on April 17th… and is now looking 
to validate that signal.  May 2015 needs to further 
confirm it if a multi-month peak is forming. 

 Oct. 2015 -  The DJTA is leading the way, just as it 
did in 1999--2001.  The 32--33 Week & 66-Week Cycles 
project future highs in mid-Dec. ’15 & early-Aug. ’16 - 
as an extended topping process (potentially ~18 months 
in duration) unfolds.  Late-2016 is the ultimate focus for 

the shift from topping process... into bear market.   IT 

May ’15 INSIIDE Track Excerpt 

Nasdaq 100 - Weekly Chart 
66-Week Cycle 

Low-Low-Low-High Cycle Progression 
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intermediate cycle lows in late-August.   

 The bottom line is that all of these markets - 

Indices & individual stocks alike - have convincingly 

fulfilled expectations for late-April--late-Sept. 2015 

AND powerfully validated the overall outlook for 

2015/2016... the 3--6 month (bearish) outlook has 

been mostly fulfilled and could usher in a multi-

month period of volatile congestion… until a new 

signal is triggered.     IT    [End of excerpt 

from Oct. 2015 INSIIDE Track.] 

 Oct 2015 - Equity markets have fulfilled what 

was projected for the middle third (May--August) of 

2015 - the Capitulation Phase of this process - and 

fulfilled much of the downside potential that was 

anticipated for all of 2015.   

 The next bout of trouble is likely to wait until 

after mid-Dec. 2015 - in line with the 32--33 Week 

Cycle.  All of this remains in the context of a pro-

jected 1--2 year topping process - similar to 2000--

2001 in the DJIA - leading into late-2016, when cy-

cles will begin to turn more bearish.    IT 
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